which breeding/seller establishment. This will enable enforcement
agencies to quickly identify how many sick or illegally imported
puppies are linked to which breeding/seller establishment. Action
can then be taken to address the situation.

An international entity, which collects the information from national
If the national
I&R databases (such as EuroPetNet), could set up an interface to
establishment
provide a checking service to all classified ad sites across Europe.
registration
This could include checking that both the animal and seller are
databases are link
registered and that the animal is registered to the seller as the
current owner. With this interface the classifieds can verify if the
to the national I&R
sellers’ stated information such as transponder number, age, breed
A problemdatabases
shared
both
and country of registration are correct. Only after this verification
is a problem
half solved.
individual
pets an
process should an ad go live.

”

DR. PAOLO ZUCCA, DVM, PH.D, B.SC PSYCOLOGY.

To make individual pets fully traceable, it is crucial that animals
are microchipped and registered on a national Identification and
Registration (I&R) database by a vet. To facilitate full traceability
there would need to be a legal requirement for these databases to
include data covering all the stakeholders involved in an animal’s
life: the breeder, the seller, the transporter (ideally including their
status and registration number as specified under the AHL) and the
microchipping vet. Only then, will competent authorities be able to
find out the origin of every sick animal, as well as the whereabouts of
any stakeholder involved with that animal.

all stakeholders
involved in an
animal’s life can
be identified,
traced and held
accountable.

Full Lifespan Traceability

Full Lifespan Traceability
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Establishment
Register (AHL)

I&R Database /
centralized digital
internal record-keeping

International Overview
(e.g. Europetnet,
Establishments)

KILDE: FOUR PAWS INTERNATIONAL.

Animal Health Law (AHL): Etablering af register til registrering af katte, hunde og ildere i alle EU-lande for nationale registre.
I&R: Samler nationale databaser.

With this system we could finally achieve EU-wide full traceability
of pets and exclude illegal puppy dealers from the market.
This would be a critical step for disease prevention, consumer
safety, protecting both animal and public health.

Fuld sporbarhed
Krav om registrering af
både hundeopdrætter,
sælger og ejer gennem
hundens levetid sikrer, at
myndigheder kan spore
dens ophav.
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